The Child Care Center in Norwich

A Place Where Kids Can Be Kids
August 2015!

Pardon our Appearance
Renovation update – We have been continuing the
renovations to our upper entrance. Now that the office
has moved and the entrance is almost done we will be
installing a security system that will restrict access to the
building. Enrolled families will be given a code that they
can punch in to enter the building at either the upper or
lower entrance, more details to follow.
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Classroom Updates!

Nursery!
The Nursery gang would like to welcome Arlo and his family to the Nursery, we are happy
to have you join us! Gavin, Malcolm and Luke are the big kids now and we are hearing
lots more language. Luke is speaking Dutch as well as English and is teaching his
teachers some Dutch words. 
We have been spending lots of time outside; we went for a walk on the Hazen Trail
recently. Please remember that we go outside daily this time of year so children need sun
protection, bug spray, a water bottle and solid outdoor shoes. We have been enjoying
watering our garden and watching it grow and using the bubbles. Do remember to check
your child for ticks every night.
We would like to wish Malcolm a Happy Birthday; he will be two at the end of August.
Karla, Jody & Molly

Red Room!
In the Red Room we’ve been enjoying getting to know each other in our new group. When
we are inside we are having fun with sensory activities like playdough and our sensory
table. We are reading lots of books at circle times and during transitions and we especially
like the sing –along ones! Of course, with the beautiful weather, we are outside a lot,
playing with sand, swings, balls and riding bikes. We had our first group field trip going
strawberry picking and we all did so well filling our baskets (and bellies)! We’ll be playing
with water outside in the coming weeks so please makes sure that your child has a
bathing suit at school.
Caroline & Courtney
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Orange Room!
Welcome to Maeve and Ovid, who will be joining the Orange Room soon. We look
forward to getting to know you and your families. Last week we went strawberry picking
with the Red Room. We went to Edgewater Farm in Plainfield. We lucked out with the
weather. It was raining as we left, but had stopped by the time we got to the farm. We
went by McNamara Dairy and saw some of the cows that give us our milk! We picked lots
of strawberries and learned to pick only the RED ones. They were the best! When we
finished picking, we went to the Fore U playground to have lunch. Before we came back o
school we climbed on the climber and went down the slides! Thanks to all the parents who
helped, “so fun”.
We have continued to bake. Recently we’ve had a lot of practice cutting fruit. A couple of
weeks ago we made strawberry rhubarb muffins and last week we made strawberry
banana muffins. They both were delicious! It’s fun to try new food! We may try smoothies
next!
And lastly – a bird update. After many attempts, we finally have hummingbirds coming to
our hummingbird feeder!
Karen
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Yellow Room!
The Yellow Roomers are turning green! Well, their thumbs are anyway. Our summer
porch garden is changing every day. The children are excited to observe the growth
of all our seedlings. The beans are off to a great start and, as of right now, are the
tallest. Growing tall has also prompted us to dive deep. A House for Hermit Crab by
Eric Carle has generated great discussions in our room. Just as our friends who are
transitioning to kindergarten have grown so much over this past year so does the
hermit crab. The children had many questions about different creatures that live in
the ocean. Their interest is taking us to the bottom of the ocean and along its shore
so that we can explore and discover answers to their questions. At the end of July we
will say “see you later” to our friends Teddy and Amelia. We wish them a wonderful
time in kindergarten! We will miss you!
Please remember to take home your child’s bedding every week to be washed. Also,
please remember a water bottle every day for your child. We are very busy during the
day and need to stay hydrated! With the warmer weather we do enjoy lots of water
play outside. Please have a swimsuit or extra closes for your child to use for water
play.
Thank you!
Hannah & Jodie

Blue Room!
Hello Blue Room Families! We are very excited that the weather has been so warm!
We’ve been doing all sorts of water play on our playground! The Blue Room has also
had some birthdays. We would like to wish a very happy 5th birthday to Olive and Laura
and a very happy 4th birthday to Aiden!
Our insect studying has continued, discovering all sorts of neat critters outside. In the
classroom we’ve begun learning about dinosaurs. The children gave us a few ideas of
what they would like to learn about and then we took a vote. Dinosaurs won by a
landslide! If you have anything at home about dinosaurs feel free to bring it in and
share.
Another reminder about water bottles; since it’s so warm we want to be sure that
everyone stays hydrated. Please bring them home at the end of each week as well.
Please also take bedding home weekly for cleaning. Also a reminder about share day,
we are promoting a non-violent environment and request that any weapon type toys or
depicting violence remain at home. Thank you so much and enjoy your summer!
Laura & Brystol
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Water Safety!
!
Every year in the US more than 700 children 14 and under drown!
Young children can drown in less than 1” of water!
How are Children drowning?!
Silently. MOST drownings do not involve loud thrashing or verbalization of distress.!
In 5 gallon buckets. Toddlers are top heavy and do not have the muscle strength to pull
themselves out of a five gallon bucket or toilet seat.!
Quickly. Young children can struggle for as little as 20 seconds, adults up to 60
seconds.!
Falling out of lifejackets. A US coast Guard approved personal floatation device is
never a substitute for knowing how to swim.!
What Adults can do:!
Constant supervision!
– Be aware when your conversations are taking you away from supervising
your child!
– Constantly scan the water!
– Be able to reach a child within 20 seconds!
– Remove children when you cannot give them 100% of your attention!
Empty and store buckets, pails, and bathtubs completely after each use. Do not leave
items outside to collect water.!
Cover and lock hot tubs/spa/whirlpool or fence it in like a pool!
Preschool children can be enrolled in swim class, but NO AMOUNT of instruction makes
a person “drown-proof”!
Learn CPR!
If a child is in trouble REACH, THROW, but NEVER GO!!
If you have to enter the water, bring something that floats. Keep it between you and the
child. Many victims have drowned their rescuer!
Be mindful of double drowning. If you see two people close together in the water get
their attention, they both may be in serious trouble. !
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